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When selecting Investment Managers (IMs), some of the most important criteria centre around their investment 
philosophy, special insights and decision-making style. One of the tests of a high quality IM is that they adhere to their 
philosophy which guides their decision making. It is presumed, and usually expected, that they sustain that philosophy and 
process over periods of time on a consistent basis whether it appears to be successful or not in the shorter term.  

Yet many IMs seem to drift relative to their stated investment process, in particular during extended periods of 
underperformance. Analysts with access to relevant data and the appropriate capabilities can, and should, be able to 
identify this by means of their detailed analysis of the IMs portfolio and the trading patterns.  

Even though some IM’s know they are being monitored for their potential drifting (a phenomenon that is likely to be 
outside of their discretionary mandate), they still do it!  

Taking a behavioural perspective, drift could be considered to border on clinical negligence. Hence, they can be sensitive 
to the potential implications and may attempt not to highlight it. 

Empirical findings reveal that most IMs experience occasional drift whilst there is a surprising number who display 
‘significant drift’ and consequently instigate a material change to the investment thesis.  

Causes 

Probably the most common cause of drift is an extended period of underperformance. This can be about losing faith, 
despair, and an undermining of self-confidence. 

Psychologically, this response is associated with resilience and emotional regulation. The IM has initially demonstrated 
conviction in their philosophy and process, however, the results over a period of time suggest the prediction/assumption 
was not delivering the expected outcome.  

One of the questions could be why some IMs are able to ‘hold the line’ while others buckle and ‘drift’ from the original 
premise. 

Although there is a lot of data on the success of those who ‘keep the faith’, adhere to their philosophy and demonstrate 
patience, it is quite understandable why some ‘throw in their cards’ after periods of negative feedback and performance. 

Another cause is distraction. An IM might be trying to monitor up to 100 or even more investments. This can involve a 
prodigious and sustained effort. Yet as we know there are many factors at work that means one’s eye easily goes off the 
ball: staff changes, difficult colleagues, client servicing distractions and the ubiquitous office politics, let alone domestic 
personal issues. 

The drift is simply a result of losing focus. 

A third common cause is insufficient homework and an impairment in analytic rigor. We know that there are wide 
differences in IMs’ decision making style. Some are more analytically-orientated than others; some are more strategic. 

Another possible reason is peer group pressure and agency risk. IMs are not cool, rational, individuals working in a 
vacuum. They have colleagues, superiors and analysts influencing their decisions; if everyone around them seems to be 
following a different and patently successful philosophy it is clearly challenging to pursue the “road less travelled”. 

Finally, investment success may lead to style drift if it expresses itself in rapid growth of AUM. Certain strategies are 
capacity constrained and it can often be observed that that the investment process is compromised as a result of 
indiscriminate asset gathering during favourable periods.   

Psychological Processes 

There are a number of processes that occur in the psychology of drift. The first is awareness or consciousness. The 
question is does the IM know, or will admit, that he or she is ‘drifting’.
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Clearly drifting is not always a black-white variable. There are types and degrees of drift.  

Some managers might spend a lot of effort ‘repressing’ the idea that they are drifting. In this sense they will be in denial. 
One potentially revealing issue is how they respond to, and attempt to explain their decision -making when faced with 
evidence of drift. 

It is not unlikely that a drifter has a persuasive rationale for their behaviour. After all, the definition is not that clear. It is 
listening to the “defence of a drifter” that one gets an insight into how conscious they are of drifting. 

Related to this is the push-pull issue. Is the drifter pushed by failure and disappointment, or pulled by the lure of another 
philosophy? 

Caution 

Drift means change: a loss of faith, adopting a revised philosophy. 

Current times challenge everybody. We are told that the world has changed fundamentally and forever. Nothing will be 
the same again. These messages easily sow doubt - particularly about if what worked in the past will work in the future. 

It is indeed a time to coolly and rationally re-appraise one’s investment philosophy and being very wary about falling into 
one of those many biases like loss aversion or herding. Ensuring the philosophy is relevant and robust, and implementing 
this appropriately, should provide an acceptable outcome.
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